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A Half-Day Tutorial

Botnets represent an imminent threat for today’s Internet. The people directing these botnets, called botmasters or botherders, are increasingly using these large networks of compromised machines to generate different types of attacks that include spam, distributed denial of service (DDoS), click fraud, identity theft, etc. In this context, botnets can be viewed as a dangerous attack infrastructure and a source for many of the security incidents that we see every day. These malicious networks generally operate in two main planes: the command and control (C&C) plane where bots receive commands from the botmaster and take several forms with different levels of sophistication and robustness, and the activity plane where bots execute these commands to launch different types of attacks.

In this tutorial, an in depth understanding of botnets is provided. We first discuss fundamental concepts of botnet, including formation and exploitation, lifecycle, and different kinds of topologies. Then, several related attacks, detection, tracing, and countermeasures, will be introduced. Academic researchers will appreciate the exposure to the latest research in this field, a consolidated overview of the relevant papers on this topic, as well as online resources.

Outline

1. **Fundamentals and terminology**: Basic networking and routing protocols; Cryptography/cryptanalysis.
2. **Introduction to malware**: Droppers, agents, IRC bots, Trojans; Evolution of attack tools.
3. **Botnet formation**: Propagation, Life cycle, Command and control (C&C) techniques in use, Topologies, Fast flux, Domain flux,.
4. **Botnet characteristics**: Botnet size, Geographical distribution, spatial and temporal characteristics of botnets.
5. **Botnet-Based Attacks**: Distributed Denial of Service, Email Spam, Click Fraud, phishing attacks.
6. **Countering Botnet-Based Attacks**: DDoS mitigation, Spam detection, detecting and mitigating other attacks.
7. **Botnet Detection**: Honeypot/Honeynets, Sink-hole based detection, traffic traces based detection, DNS black list based detection.
Prerequisites

A basic understanding of IP networking, network protocols, and routing as well as an understanding of computer security fundamentals is required.

Audience

The tutorial is intended to be useful to system administrators, network administrators and computer security practitioners and researchers.
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